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University police seize cocaine from dorm
By Sallie Mattison

said.
Police also removed $150 in cash.
University Police Department of- drug paraphernalia and a safe.
ficers raided a Moulder Hall dorm
"We will be seeking a complaint
room Wednesday night and seized front the district attorney’s office
an estimated $5.000 worth of rock and we will be referring the matter to
cocaine.
the dean of students office," MaloStasha Bolls, an 18 -year-old ney said.
freshman majoring in liberal studies.
The San Jose Police Department
was already in the Santa Clara did not participate in the search, but
County Jail on narcotics charges were part of the investigation. Malo- drug activity in front of an apartment
when her room was searched. ney said.
complex on El Rancho Verde Street
according to Lt. Shannon Maloney.
San Jose Police Sgt, Robert Sin- and saw Bolls and four others sellUPI) officers served a search war- clair of the court liaison unit said ing, buying and using drugs, he said.
rant at Moulder Hall for room 328 Bolls was arrested at 5:30 p.m.
The others arrested were Michael
after a two-week investigation, he Monday for allegedly selling co- MacLaurin, 24; Allen Taylor. 25:
said. Once inside, police found 7 caine.
Angelean Thigpen. 24; and Hein
ounces of rock cocaine. Maloney
An officer was alerted to possible Van Lee, 21. None are enrolled at
Daily staff writer

It w as Bolls’ second attest this
month, according to police records.
On Sept. 16. she was arrested at the
Comfort Inn Shad on First Street on
suspicion ot cocaine use and petty
theft. Sinclair said.
Karen Derenzi,
Police also arrested Alan Childs,
Moulder Hall resident 22, who is still in custody, he said.
Bolls dorm neighbors said they
were unaware of her alleged involveSJSU. according to the Admissions ment with drugs.
and Records Office.
"She was always telling me she
"This is the sort of arrest where was going to church," said Michelle
you either see it or you don’t." Sin- Dav is, a sophomore majoring in
clair said.
nursing. "I was really surprised
A San Jose police officer hid, saw when this happened."
the drug deal, then arrested everyone
"She seemed so cool,- added
involved. Sinclair said.
Davis’ roommate. Kimberly Smith.

’It’s really disturbing to know that kind of
activity is going on in Moulder Hall.’

tieshman majoring in human resources. ’’This is not cool
Both women said the search lasted
about 45 minutes. "They were
looking for the key to the safe,’’
Smith said.
Bolls "wasn’t here when they
went in," Davis added. "The last
time I remember seeing her was on
Monday."
Karen Derenii, a senior majoring
in journalism. said she saw polic,
the hallway and asked them wliit
was happening.
"They said they were looking for
drugs," she said. "It’s really dis
turbing to know that kind of activ itv
See COCAINE, but page

Court decision
closes the door
on Spartan City
By Dan Turner
Daily staff writer

A superior court judge pounded
’s cofthe last nail into Spartan
fin Tuesday by handing down a decision in favor of SJSU, following a
Sept. 15 hearing.
The hearing was held to determine
whether the Spartan City Tenants
Association had grounds for a ills
elimination suit against the unkei
sity.
Judge David I.eahy ruled that
married students and students w ith
children do not constitute a "class which warrants strict scrutiny under
the law.
SJSU President Gail Fullerton ordered that Spartan City be closed in
October of 1986 after state fire officials declared the buildings unsafe.
Since then, residents have engaged in a tense battle with the university administration, urging it to
either repair the facility or build new
married student housing.
The tenants, represented by attorney Gen Fujioka of the county legal
Aid Society, argued that the univer-

sity could not legally offer housing
to single students only.
Also, the tenants contended that
SJSU promised them a five-year
lease and that the promise was bra
ken.
"The stated goal of the university
in providing housing is to give students priority and the rule of exclusion that the university applies is rea
sonably related to that goal," Leahy
wrote "Clearly the introduction of
non .students would diminish the
abday to carry out the goal.’’
Leahy also ruled that the university was fully within its rights to ter
initiate the leases of residents due to
safety concerns and the prohibit i% e
cost of repairs.
Fujioka was unavailable for comment.
Dan Buerger. Fullerton’s executive assistant, said he still had not
received a written order from the
judge.
"At this point it would he premature for the university to comment.
Buerger ,aid. He denied to discuss
f’.-1RTAtt/ CITY back page
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Alumnus jailed for joking about Communists
By Teresa I.yddane
Daily staff writer
An SJSU graduate spent a harrowing five
days in a Yugoslavian prison in late August for
making a joke about the Communist Party.
Demetrios Rims, an Alpha Tau Omega
alumnus, was described by fellow fraternity
members as "a very sarcastic and funny guy
who laughs a lot.- This time, he wasn’t laughing.
On Aug. 29, Rims and his cousins, Ted
Athans and Helen Biaganis. decided to take
the six -hour train ride from Greece to Yugoslavia for the day.
During the return trip, he bought a CocaCola for 8.000 dinars (approximately $2.75).

Athans was charged half that amount for his
soda.
To this. Rims replied in Greek to his
cousin, "Those filthy Communists! Thin
ripped me off
Although others were nearby . Rims thought
only his cousins understood his comments. He
later learned that at least one other person had
understood the joke, but didn’t find it humor
ous.
As the train neared the Greek border, an old
man told Rims that he would soon discover
how "those t Ithy Communists’ would treat
him.
Rims ignored the old man’s threats until the
train made its regular stop at the Yugoslavian -

and told him to get off the train
Rims told Biaganis to continue the trip into
Greece. He told her to call the United States
Embassy if she didn’t hear from him soon.
Athans 104 the train with his cousin. The officer told Athans that the matter only concerned Rifos. Still. Athans insisted on accompanying hint.
Demetrios Rizos
The two men were driven to a nearby police
is ermght in a deSJSU alumnus station where they were held
tention room and charged fia (lie facilities
The next morning, the cousins were sepaGreek border. A patrol officer boarded the rated when police took Rims 10 a Yugoslas ian
train and asked Rims if he was the tourist who courthouse. Rims told his cousin to cross the
bought the Cokes.
border for help.
The officer then asked to see his passport
Set’ 1/ (SINUS, page 3

’Those filthy
Communists! They
ripped me off.’

A.S. Conflict

Protester interrupts North’s speech Directors accuse Murillo
By

Mary Hayes

Daily staff writer

SJSU student Yuri Nam unkno
wingly helped a protester gain entrance to Ii. Col. Oliver North’s
press conference in
Monterey
Wednesday.
Nam. a senior majoring in TV
broadcasting, videotaped the the
event at the Iknibletree Inn for
SJSU’s Update News program.
Before the press conference. she
interviewed several sign -carrying
protesters outside the building.
She prepared to enter the building,
struggling with heavy equipment,
when a man approached her and
asked if he could help. Nam said.

Larry Strong

Daily staff photographer

Oliver North speaks at the Monterey Douhletree Inn. The speech, a fund
y for his r
defense. oas interrupted by a proraiser to toilet t
tester.

photographer

Spartan City residents Dave Nordyke and his the-year-old son Logan will now he forced to move out due to court decision

The man, who later identified
himself as 34 -year-old Rob Fryer of
Pacific Grove. told her he once
worked as a grip for Channel 47 in
Monterey, she said.
"Grips aren’t reporters. but they
help with the camera equipment,"
she said. "He seemed like a nice
person, someone I could trust .
Security was extremely tight.
Nam said, and she had to show idea
See NORTH. haek page
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groups because they have teen unTwo Associated Student directors able to reach Mark to sign requisisaid A.S. Vice President
have accused controller Mark Mu- ions
Patricia Phillips.
rillo of failing to do his job.
Leigh Kinnsse. director of Cali"I finally had to say that I
fornia state affairs, and Jim Walters, wouldn’t sign them anymore. I was
director of academic affairs, claim too busy
she said
Murillo doesn’t keep consistent ofMurillo said he asked Phillips to
fice hours and takes too long to sign sign requisitions for hint during his
requisition
two-week vacation in August.
Murillo appeared surprised at the
Darla Belshe. adviser to SJSI
accusations.
"I’m disappointed that they feel Update news, said she has no problem
working with Murillo.
he said. ’’They haven’t
that way
said anything to me.’He’s been fine to work with,’’
A.S. President Terry McCarthy she said. "I take requisitions over
and Director of Personnel Kim Scow there and pick them up the next
declined to comment. Other direc- day.
tors did not return repeated phone
A.S. Program Board Executive
calls.
Walters and Kirmsse said Murillo Director Kari Peterson declined to
did not sign requisitions promptly. comment. She said Murillo could
leaving the task to the president and make it difficult to obtain funds.
"It’s easy to point fingers." Muthe vice president.
No one could find the controller rillo said. "I don’t know what inforKirmsse
mation they (Walters and Kirmssel
to have him sign them."
See Mt Intl 0. biai page
said. "He’s not accessible "
Daily staff writer

Long lines
annoy fans
at stadium
By Sean Mulcaster
Daily staff writer

Long beer lines and poor set-% ice at the Sept. 10 home opener
have caused friction between
SJSU officials and the vendor that
handles events for the universik
Campus officials and Illinore
Fingers, a company owned by
concert promoter Bill Graham,
have disagreed over service at
events for the last three months,
according to Ted Cady, director
of events at Spartan Stadium.
In that time, the catering compark has lost three managers, in chiding its founder.
Ft I more Fingers has sets iced
Spartan Stadium functions for the
past two years
At the home -opener football
game against Oregon State. understaffing caused long lines and
angry patrons
’Their sei’ ice was ahy swat.’
Spartan Stadium events manager
Ted Cady said. "The point is, is
no secret that we looked had at
the Oregon State game.
"We’re reviewing the whole
situation and still talking with
Filmore.’ Cady said. "But the
way I see it. they won’t he at
Spartan Stadium much longer
’I received more phone calls
for the the problems at the Ore
gon State game than am time that
I’ve been here.’ Cady. said
Three of the none ’.ending
booths were open and none were
available on either the south or
west sides of the stadiuni.
w alked around the whole
stadium and they only had one
booth open and it was on the east
ern side of the stadium,- said
Bruce Mattesti. a senior majoring
See LINES. back page
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Bush needs to take a stand
In Sunday’s debate. vice president George
Bush said he would consider prosecuting
women who have abortions.
" Of course there have got to be some
penalties to enforce the lass, ss hatever they
might be." he said.
I can hear the slogan now.
-1Iave an abortion - go to jail.
During the debate, a journalist questioned
Bush’s es «Is ing" stand on the issue. His
positions has e gone front more permissive
in 1981). though by no means liberal) to
conforming with Reagan’s poi cs today.
While he espouses these beliefs (which
may not even be his own), he hasn’t thought
them out. "I haven’t sorted out the penalties
yet." he said, referring to abortion.
This seems un-presidential to me.
We are talking about one of the most controversial subjects of our time and he "hasn’t
sorted out his position?"
Thousands of ssoiiieit could face prosecution.
Thousands may take to the back alleys and w ire hangers. Bush expressed sentiments w ithout thinking about consequences.
He supports overturning Roe vs. Wade.
the 1973 decision that granted women the
constitutional right to abortion.
But a few days ago. to quell the outcry of
women’s groups. he modified his statements.
Bush’s campaign chairman. James Baker.
said. -Frankly. he thinks that a woman in a
situation like that would he more properly
considered an additional victim, perhaps the
second victim. That she would need love
and not punishment."
Somehow, that doesn’t comfort me.
Does Bush really believe wilmen don’t
have the state of mind to make logical
choices and suffer the consequences of their
actions under the law? Is he suggesting
women be treated like mindl
cicatures?
What’s next? ’Taking the Vote ZIN ay from
women?
Baker said Bush had spent a night thinking
about abortion penalties. He resolved that
whoever performs the abortion (by coat hanger or medical procedure) should face punishment. But nothing specific was mentioned.
Ohs Um*. Bush is hiding his ambivalence. lie is is simian to misunderstand the
issues at stake.
He cannot hide behind the legacy of Reagan.
scream ing old quotes without understanding
their significance.
Drop the act. ((corr. Show us who you
really are.

Dani Parkin is the Political Editor.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear
from you - our readers.
Your ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. We feel that
by listening to our readers we can better
serve the campus community However,
personal attacks and letters in poor taste
will not he published, nor will anonymous
letters he accepted.
All letters may he edited I’m length or
libel. We will also correct obvious style
and grammar errors. The Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of letters on a
given topic after a sufficient amount of
comment has appeared.
Letters must hear the writer’s name,
major. phone number and class level.

Letters to the Editor
Support can miss mark
Editor.
This
a response to Eugene H.
Hahnlem s letter "Let ’ern watch
chess" in the Sept. 28 issue of the
Spartan Daily. Contrary to what he
believes, I am not a passive follower
of the volleyball team, nor do I intend to be. I have been known to
cheer quite vociferously during the
matches and have been a fan since
1978 so I am quite aware of what a
strong. vocal crowd can do to a
team’s moo :Moil However, I’m
sure Mr. Hahnlem is also aware that
a strong. soca’ crowd can throw a
team ott its game plan so both sides
of the 1,I1C ha\ C iii he examined.
Theretoi e ;is a lesult of his letter, I
would like t.,..larity some (Amy earlier comments.
Personally , 1 have nothing against
him or his group. Anyone who can
encourage and motivate the Spartans
should be commended for their eltorts and I fully support anyone who
chooses to do so. More powerto him
if he is able to spark the crowd.
However, our methods tend to differ.
My complaint does mit lie with
him or what he is trying to accomplish. My complaint lies yy ith those
members of his group M. ho strayed
from their objecnse ,ind decided to
launch a verbal attack on the Texas
A SE M team and their fans this past
Saturday.
The Texas players and fans did
not deserve to be on the receiving
end of such insulting taunts and
comments. This type of behavior is
inappropriate .ind uncalled for. It
acomplishes nothing other than destroying everyone’s enjoyment of
the game. Their fans had just as
much of a right to cheer for their
team. I’m sure it’ the situation had
beeni reversed we w ouldnt like it eithi.;ii
All Ini asking for is a little cour-

tesy What rna seem funny to one
person may not he to another. Perhaps these members were overly exuberant, but that is no excuse for a
lack of common sense. They should
look at the game as something to
enjoy, not as something to maintain
the "us" vs. "them" mentality. It is
these persons who ruin the game for
everyone else.
It is my hope that Mr. Hahnlein
will look at this letter and understand
where I’m coming from and perhaps
we can both bring the Spartan Volleyball team the support and encouragement they need.
Gary J. Mansell
Senior
Administration of Justice

One size fits all
Editor.
I recently read the letter "Fits
Like a Glove," in the Sept. 28 edition ot the Spartan Daily, and must
confess sonic shock al the writer’s
nal% ete Condoms m sues?!
While there is certainly no stigma
attached to ha% ing a 29 inch inseam
versus a 34-iiich one. ale taere
1
many
males who v...uld adimi
11 Caring a
’’small’’ condom instead of a
"large’!"
Even admitting to wearing a "medium" is tantamount to a confession
of penile, well. mediocrity.
Consider the teenage boy going
into the pharmacy for his first prophylactic purchase, having to say to
the dour pharmacist behind the counter. "I’d like some c -c -condoms,
please
the smalls." The effect on
the poor lad’s el ectibil0, would be
tragic.
Also, there is the question of how
to size them. Is "small, medium,
large and extra large- enough. or do
we have to size them like shoes?
Nine and a half, double "E’!" The
mind reels.
It is said that during the 1970s,

condom inamomI IT ci’. conducted a
survey cosel111’ ,,,..eral marketing
areas, includiuc the production of
condoms in sites. They found that a
sizeable portion of buyers would
probably buy a larger site rather than
admitting to wearing a "small,"
which would play hell with the birthrate.
For this reason, condoms come in
a site right at the top of the bell curve of penile proportions
what
some call the "golden mean" of
member measurement. So much for
John Holmes ;old Vi’i’-wee Herman.
Cearic Braun
S.ISt alumnus

Bush shows promise
Editor,
In Atlanta. Dukakis told the country in his acceptance speech that this
is a campaign about competence. not
ideology. Since New Orleans, it is
Bush who has run a more competent
campaign.
In the remaining +eves weeks of
the campaign. Bush should follow
through on an intriguing line in his
acceptance speech
that he seeks
to lead "a kinder, gentler nation."
He need look no further than to
imaginative Republicans like Jack
Kemp and Newt Gingrich for ideas.
Kemp and Gingrich argue that Republicans must take the initiative in
addressing social needs by coming
up with answers that are market oriented and create incentives for individuals. GOVernment should empower people to solve their own
problems. not empower more bureaucracies.
By applying these principles to
address the social problems still plaguing America, George Bush will
help to reinvigorate conservatism as
an intellectual force.
l’arag V. Pate
Senior
Itusiness-Management

tale is shocking and confusing.
The
Tuesday, a New York grand jury ruled
that it’s also fiction.
The account of what happened to Tawana
Brawley nearly a year ago has drawn nationwide media attention.
The 16-year-old black girl from
Wappingers Falk. N.Y. may have spun her
story of sexual abuse, lbduction and racism
fearing discipline from her mother’s
boyfriend.
While many of us have stretched the truth
to avoid the wrath of a parent, this goes far
beyond a white lie to cover for missing curfew.
Brawley claimed she was held for four
days by six white men who raped her and
wrote racial slurs on her body with dog feces.
She also said that one of her attackers was a
policeman.
The evidence before the grand jury does
not back up Brawley’s claims. Testimony from
more than 100 witnesses and an examination
of medical records and police reports, points to
quite a different version of what took place last
November.
It appears that Brawley hid out in an
apartment her family had recently vacated.
possibly with an accomplice, and was
responsible for the horrible condition she was
found in.
It seems incredible that someone would
write "nigger" with excrement on her own
body, tear and burn her clothing, creep into a
garbage bag and feign injury.
The girl’s lawyers, Alton Maddox, Jr. and
C. Vernon Mason hold that local law
enforcement officials in Dutchess County were
involved in both the attack and a cover-up.
New York Gov. Mario Cuomo appointed a
special prosecutor to handle the case, State
Attorney General Robert Abrams.
the Brawley group labeled Abrams
But
unacceptable. An adviser to the family,
Rev. Al Sharpton. compared Abrams to
Adolph Hitler. Sharpton also contended.
without evidence, that an Irish Republican
Army cult committed the assault.
Brawley and her family maintained they
would rather go to jail than testify before the
grand jury.
Cuomo said without cooperation there
would be no prosecution.
Brawley received an outpouring of
sympathy, which included supportive
statements from lighter Mike Tyson and
comedian Bill Cosby, who also put up a
$25,000 reward.
The New York TimevOcovered Brawley’s
story in depth. The paper reported
inconsistencies in her account. An editorial in
the Times described the case as endless and
questioned if any crime was committed at all.
Brawley, her family, lawyers and advisers
have refused to cooperate with the
investigation.
Without Brawley’s assistance, one can
only speculate on what really happened. It’s
apparent our country is wrapped up enough in
racism and hatred that heinous acts like those
allegedly inflicted upon Brawley become
believable.
This troubled teen needs counseling, not
wagon-jumpers rallying to a cause that may
not exist.
Hazel Whitman is the Feature Editor.

Open Invitation
The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A hi -monthly feature on the Forum
page this semester "Campus Voice" will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community.
Columns should be typed, double
spaced and approximately 2-3 pages long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.
Columns can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and columns in poor
taste will not be published. All columns
will he edited for length or libel.
Submit columns to the Daily office in
Dwight Bente! Hall.

Attention, Artists!
Are you handy with a pen’? Do you have
an interest in politics or social issues’? Do you
like to draw editorial cartoons or standard illustrations’?
Anyone interested in contributing either
political cartoons or arranging to draw specific illustrations for stories on a case-by -case
basis, contact either Katarina Jonholt, editor
in chief, or Mike Lewis, Forum Page editor at
924-3280.
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Retiring custodian
reminisces about
past three decades

MM.

Rock ’n’ roll

By Denise Zapata
Daily staff writer

_

4
Mark Studyvin - Daily staff photographer

Jerry
agers and Tim Fuson of the Square Roots perform a her
concert for students in the Student I nion Amphitheater. The group

TODAY
Hoover Hall: Luau dance. 9 p.m.,
Hoover Hall. For information call
924-N381.
Campus Crusade for Christ:
Prayer night. 7 p.m., 33 South Ninth
St. For information call 294-4249.
Spartan Tennis Club: Weekly tennis lessons, 3 p.m., South Campus
Tennis Courts. For information call
293-2451.
Poetry reading, 2:30 p.m.,
Faculty Offices Room 104. For information call 867-4327.
Career Planning and Placement:
Videotaped practice
interviews.
12:30 p.m., Instructional Resource
Center Room 306. For infomiation
call 924-6033.
University Theatre: The Importance of Being Earnest." 8 p.m..
University Theatre. For information
call 924-4555.
Update News: Campus and community news and sports. 2:30 p.m..
KTEH Channel 54. For information
call 924-7454.
SATURDAY
Santa Clara County Young DemoReception
featuring
crats:
sons/daughters of elected officials, 2
p.m., 223 Peter Drive. For information call 723-94I(,

Beta Alpha Psi: Price Waterhouse
sports day, 10 a.m.. John D. Morgan Park, Campbell.
Theatre Arts Department: "The
Importance of Being Earnest," 8
p.m., University Theatre. For information call 924-4551.
’pdate News: Campus and community news and sports. 1:30 p.m..
KTIA-1 Channel 54. For information
call 924-7454.

SUNDAY
I .utheran
Campus
Ministry:
Worship, 10 p.m., Campus Ministry
Center, 300 South 10th St. For information call 298-0204.
Catholic Newman Community:
Mass, 6:30 p.m. and 8 p.m., Cant pus Ministry Center, 3(8) South 10th
St. For information call 298-0204.
MONDAY
India Students Association: Meeting. 1:30 p. in.. S. U . Almaden
Room. For information call 4463042.
Clark Library: Tours. 8:30 a.m.
and 1:30 p.m.. Clark Library. For
information call 924-2752.
Bible Study: "Do you want to establish or improve your relationship
with God?" 7 p.m.. Campus Ministry Center. 300 South 10th St. For
information call 297-7506.
A.S. Intercultural Steering Committee: International Food Bazaar
Meeting, 5:30
S.U. Pacheco
Room. For information call 29?
3197.
Film Production Club: Meeting. 2
p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall Room 222
For information call 924-4571.
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From page I
perior.
Rizos waited in a conference room
Rizos told the court the joke was
asking
continually
hours,
for five
just that - a joke. He said he only
why he was being held. The only meant for his cousins to understand
reply he received came from a secre- it and didn’t mean any hami. He also
tary who said, "You said bad things told the judge he said nothing about
capitalism or American politics.
about the Communists."
A Yugoslavian interpreter who
Rizos apologized to the court and
spoke Greek. but no English was fi- offered to pay a fine for his mistake.
nally assigned to Rims. Rizos re- The judge sentenced him to 60 days
quested an interpreter who spoke in jail. Rizos cried and pleaded to the
English so he could better express judge for a lesser sentence. but the
himself.
punishment stood.
The request was denied.
Only after the trial ended did the
The interpreter asked if Rims interpreter explain to Rims that he
knew where he was. At the time, had the right to an attorney and to
Rims didn’t. He was told he was at a appeal the sentence.
court in Skopje. Yugoslavia and that
Outside the courthouse, the interhis trial would start in a few minutes. preter grabbed a passer-by and told
Rims entered the ominous court- Rizos the man would be his attorney.
room where he saw a court reporter,
Rizos was then taken to The Feda judge and the old man from the eral Prison of Macedonia, clad in his
the
suddenly
made
Rizos
train trip.
SJSU alumnus T-shirt, Bermuda
connection between his joke and his shorts and top-siders.
"I looked like I was going to Club
present circumstances.
The old man, who Rizos later Med, not into a prison,’’ Rims said.
Rizos estimated the two comlearned was a former Greek Communist guerilla named Markof. testified plexes could house up to 5(8) inthat Rims said Communists were mates. The huge, black building had
"filthy" and that capitialism and the eight storeys and was called "The
American political system were su- Big House."
The second structure, ’’The Small

Correction

e

LOS ANGELES tAPI
A federal judge Thursday blocked the
$2.6 billion merger of the I.ucky and
Alpha Beta supermarket chains. saying the deal would "substantially
lessen competition" in violation of
antitrust laws.
"This court finds that unless defendants are enjoined, the citizens of
California will be substantially and
irreparably harmed," said U.S. District Judge David Kenyon in a 27 page ruling.
"While the court in no way belittles the harm defendants may suffer as a result of this preliminary in -

TOON IN TO THE CAMERA ONE?
"Roll over Fred Flintstone and tell Roger Rabbit
the news; the 21st Tournee of Animation is in town
and it’s a beauty."
_ SAWA Armstrong

retiring custodian
person and a lot ot people like her.
"She’s the ambassador for tht
university," says Johnnie Neely.
Morris’ replacement.
Morris says she plans to visit her
homettm n of Hattiesburg. Miss.
next month.
"I can stay as long as I want
now... she says
Beyond het daily routine, she has
no special plans atter retirement. She
will probably itniititiue to walk as
often as she can, a habit she picked
up at work.
"I’d like to wear one of those jog
meters, just to see how much walking I do." Morris says."’ think
that’s one of the ways I stay so
young...
At first, she was a hit uncomfortable with the idea of retirement.
"But then soino.mc .:11,1. ’You’re
retiring

N.,

she ’,ay.,

-I’m

I to the idea

flOW

House." looked slightly better to
Rizos. He was somewhat relieved to
be placed there.
Prison employees cut Rizos. hair,
even though he already had a crew
cut.
Rizos is as assigned to work in the
prison kitchen. w here he met a prisoner who spoke rough Greek.
Through him, Rims communicated
with the 25 prisoners in "The Small
House."
He learned they had committed
serious crimes such as murder and
rape, yet he was surprised at their
generosity. Rims entered the prison
with literally just the clothes on his
back.
The other pnsoners noticed his
empty locker and offered him food.
towels and anything else he might
need.
At the request of Rims’ family.
Sen. Pete Wilson sent a telex urging
William Ryelson. counselor general
of Yugoslavia. to "do whatever possible to get Rims released:* according to a spokesperson for Wilson.
Ryelson telephoned Rims at the
prison. He warned Rims about an
interpreter and an attorney who w ere
Rims told R I i m
"opportunists

he knew about them.
When Rims walked out of the
prison, the interpreter and the attorney were waiting.
They told Rims they- were responsible for his release and said they
would accompany him on the train to
Greece. They also asked him to pay
$5.000 for their serv ices. Ritos explained that he didn’t have the
money.
The interpreter gave Rr/os a secret
bank account number through which
he could wire money later, she said.
Rims said later he never intended to
pay them.
The pair rode the train u ith R i/os
until Gevgelia City, Yugo...1.1%1a.
Rizos continued the trip into Greece,
paranoid that he was being followed.
He spent the night in a hotel in Salonica ( ity , Greece, where retail% es
called to keep him company. Ri/os
went to Athens the next day and decided to continue his trip.
Now back in San Jose. Rizos is
glad the ordeal is behind hint.
to
-It’s good
no, it’s great
be home... he said.

fie

’tile

,t11111

concludes that it is sithstatitiallv less
than the harm pl.ilillmhfs m.ould stater
if the merger is not monied. California Attorney General John
Van de Kamp has sued to bar the ac
quisition of Lucky Stores by Amen
can Stores Co., the Irvine-based na
tionwide grocery and drugstore
company that owns Alpha Beta. Van
de Kamp said the merger would kill
competition and thus drive up prices
at the checkout stand.
Van de Kamp’s argument rested
on an economic analysis that showed
the Alpha Beta -Lucky merger.

Tune is Money
Kinko’s
is Copies
your valuable tune un
call Kinko’s. We take
care of the copies so you can take
care of business.

Why waste

copies? Just

kinkoss

the copy center
491 E SAN CARLOS ST
OPEN 7 DAN’S

1
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ONE TIME ONLY
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Judge blocks supermarket merger

Wednesday. the Spartan Daily.
incorrectly attributed quotes from
women’s studies lecturer Jane
Boyd to Fauneil Kinn. professor
of political science.
In the story about women’s
under -representation on campus.
Rinn was quoted as saying the female students in her women’s
study course often get angry
about unfair treatment of women,
hut do not have time to remedy
the situation. The students are
Boyd’s, not Rinn’s.
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’I’ve gotten along
with everyone.’

Alumnus: Joke about Communism leads to jail in Yugoslavia

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
for S.ISU student, faculty and staff
organizations. Items may he submitted on forms in the Daily office.
Dwight Hemel Hall Room 208. hut
will not be accepted over the phone.
Deadline Jar the nest day’s publication is noon.

w as also a guest on KSJS. 1 he concert was a kickoff to their upcom.
Mg tour.

Codas. the SJSU matriarch of
maintenance will be leaving the
school.
After 31 years of service. Beulah
Morris is retiring front her custodial
duties. The youthfullooking, petite
woman is the last of the university
matrons. In the 1950s. matrons were
in charge ext luso ely of cleaning the
women’s resit-00ms
Over the years. her job evoked
into maintaining the restroom %end
ing machines and sonw minor c tisk,
dial duties.
As the matrons were phased out.
she developed her own working roll
tine.
"What I like most is working
alone.- says Morris. 63. "I have a
set pattern that I follow...
She is a familiar sight on campus.
bustling through the university
buildings in her white pants, the tra
ditional matrim 11111 Ii
"She know’, t:N etwne and everyone knows her. says her supervisor. Richard Quisenberry.
Many people see Morris in uniform and approach her for help, he
says They ask her for change and
directions around campus.
After her many years at SJSU. she
not only knows her vvay around campus, but has seen much of its expansion.
Morris has seen the campus grow
from an area covering six blocks to
one encompassing 19. What has
changed most for her, though, is the
variety of staff and friendships the
years have brought.
"That has meant more to me than
anything, that I’ve gotten along with
everyone." she says in her soft Mississippi accent. "II I have an enemy
on campus. I don’t know it.’’
"She will definitely he missed,"
-She’s a friendly
Quisenheav

The 21st International Tournee of

ANIMATION
TWO WEEKS ONLY!

I roomy

Exclusitro San Jos. Engagomont
ill 3800
114 So ,.r S,

STARTS TONIGHT!

Grande is giving you the
best prices on delicious
pizzas. Plus you can keep
using the coupon until
each size pizza is bought’
0
0
El

o

Small 2 item pizza $6.00
Medium 2 item pizza $7.00
Large 2 item pizza $8.00
X -large 2 item pizza $9.00
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SPORTS

Spartans stress pass defense
in preparation for Cal game
By Senn VIM( aster
stati
The sti.iitan pass defense is ill
Ilifle 10 be sharp tomorioss against
California quarterback 1 toy Tay tin
for SJSt ’ to avoid losing tour
straight for the hist tune in four sea
stills
"It MUM happen it were going to
he successitil against them. SISC
Head Coach Claude (iilhert said
The Spartans I I) tias el it, MC rake
11101-411 Stadium iii Bel kelei ii
on Cal 12- I ) Saturday .11 1 p
’ We se poser’ that we can play
w lib the big. strong Pax. It) teams,
Gilbert said. "No% sit’ base io
prose that we can beat Merl
"We has en’t been able to get consistent pre...me on the quarterback
and that’s pail ot uiui plohlem.
Tay lot a Is toot -4, 185 pound in
mot has completed 7111vicent iii his
aids and
passes tins season lot
ropehdowns
inteftep
throv.ing
three
Despite
tious in Cal ’s 55 .21 tout of Kansas.
Ta%Iiii et inflected on three touch
down passes in the Golden Bears.
41 -point second halt explosion.
The Pac 1(1 is loaded ’anti quality
quarterback me 1 he Spartans Miss.
seen Oregon State.. I 1k \i iihieliii
and Washington’s (ii s Conklin
( I and
gouge SJSI’’s secondars liii
241 said.. respectively.
Nuts they face Taylor. a more MO bile quarterback than any they have
faced.
"He’s an .its tully outstanding
quarterback.- Gilbert said. "He’s
experienced in their offense. he’s tall
Daily

and mobile and knows how to execute then offense They’ve afforded
him a kit ol protection with their big
ottcrisise line
Stopping ’Fay lor will he lust one
it the Spartans’ concems lieu, ,ittse or
the Bears. multi -laceted attack
(’al is aseraging 195 y aids rushing
per game Senior tailback Chris
Richards. a translet 0oin Oklahoma.
has 756 said, in three games arid is
as er.181"!,2
ui(ls per can!. Fulls leads the team with
back I ,id
15 receptions mid tight end Darryl
Ingram has ...soled Once touch dim us
Slot tes cis et Fassaniala Tagaloa
and wide teLeiseiSlit hael Ford are Taylor’s its inc deei, thieats
Es-en though they s mire close last
week. the Spartans’ three straight
losses hose left them unsatisfied.
Play Inc well hut losing serves as
little Lonsolation to SJSU noseguard
Siete!’ ( ;mime
"IC s OK to say how close we
were.- the 255 pound senior said.
losing
’But we’re getting flied
We vsata io pat it all together this
week
less SIM. players remain front
Iasi seastill’s 27-25 thriller against
Cal, hut ss MI the three -game skid.
the Iiiinget is turning into pain.
Utley ’se got a thing about being
lieu by San Jose State." Guthrie
said "Since Ores ’re in the Pac- 10.
flies leel that Ores shouldn’t lose to
lis
A Ltifisisli:111 l’iass 11101 Isn’t the
only piohlein lacing 5.151. GI% irug
up the big play has been damaginv.

clicks . .
A balanced offense makes Kent I tit/ an even
better quarterback. With the running game
winking, he won’t find himself in so many obvious
passing situations . . .
I.uti is still nursing a sore shoulder, but count
on him to be ready for the Cal defense . . .
Kudos to the Spartan offensrse line alter its
improved showing against Washington . . .
They have received more criticism in recent
weeks
t.
George Hush and Michael Dukakis put

too
Against Vs ashington last week.
1
fSJSt ’ gate up 170 yards passing in
the hist halt. Later they improved.
Reggie Burton
I imiting the Huskies to just 26 yards
12-11 comes into the game healthy after its
Cal
total offense until the last tour min52-21 sictory over Kansas last week The
utes of the fourth quarter.
game was close at halftime until the Beals
"We lust hasen’t covered as well
reali/ed who they were playing . . .
as I thought we might.- Gilbert
Bear quarterback Troy Taylor is playing well
said
And if we’re going to play
Taylor completed 27 of 36 for 281 yaids and three
man-to-man, like we do. we’ve got
SJSU loothall teani to end its
touchdowns against the Jayhawks .
Look for the
to put more pressure on the quarlin the Bears first three games, Tay lot has
three -game losing streak against California
terback At the same lime. we just
tomorrow in Berkeley . . .
completed nearly 70 percent of his passes . . .
haven’t been as sharp in coserages.’
of
Taylor’s mobility may cause the Spartan
The Spartans ( I -3) showed they are capable
SJSt
ill go. e up IS to 20 pounds
defense some problems. The Spartans are still
playing solid football last week during their
across the detensive line. Nothing
searching for a pass rush, which is a big reason why
comeback against Washington. Now it’s just a
new there. Guthrie, who hutted
they have had trouble defending the pass . .
matter of duplicating that type of perfoimance tuseu
heads with 296 -pound Husky guard
.
SJSU has had only three quarterback sacks in its
four quarters
Kelly John -Lewis, said he has
Tailback Johnny Johnson’s 24 carry, 217 yard,
last three games. Over the past two seasons. the
learned to live with it.
one touchdown rustling performance last Saturday
Spartans have averaged more than five sacks a
"When they say that we’re small.
game . . .
erased doubts about his ability to play running
were really not that small. We
back .
Spartan inside linebacker David Moss leads the
usually go against guys that are 270
Johnson also caught six passes tor rtr yards arm
4detense with 45 tackles. 19 unassisted . . .
anyway," Guthrie said. "Ikfensive
He
is
second
on
the
SJSU has won three of the last four meetings
had one touchdown reception.
lineman can move better. In our setwith Cal. The Spartans beat the Bears last season
team in that category with 27 receptions for 347
up, we say , You can’t run the ball
27-25. on a last second, 20-yard field goal by
yards . . .
on us. We dare you to pass.’ "
Sergio Olivarez. The Bears had just gone ahead 25
The detente was pretty remarkable in the
Cal offensive coordinator Terry
Washington loss . . .
24 with 27 seconds left in the ganie
Shea. who installed SJSU’s offense
SJSU’s volleyball 0 I -IIt
will host (.’al
With the exception of the game -winning drive
when he coached for Gilbert two
Poly San Luis Obispo tonight at 7:30 p.m. . . .
in the final minutes. SJSU held the Huskies
years ago, said balance will be cruThe spikers bid for a school record -tying 12
scoreless in the second half . . .
cial for the Hears to move against the
consecutive victories ended Wednesday at the
The Spartan offense. already an efficient unit
Spartans’ "46’ defense
hands of a strong Stanford team. The crowd was
when it’s not stopping itself with penalties, takes on
"Balance in our iils-use doesn’t
estimated at niore than 500 .
a different dimension when the running game
mean how many times you run and
pass, hut to have balance with the
people that we use.
-Whenever you play San Jose,
you Imse tO concern youi sell with
the it lie id. defense they play ." Shea
said " You has e ti lit hack on your
1,to inly 11W perCelit of presentation was "linen:sting and in
door
offense and the amount sou can use. - By ’Lae Shess
kids go to the koach." Heittinger formative.
Daily staff writer
’Personally I didn’t get MUCII out
When Olympic sprinter Ben John- said. He helieses athletes often are
of it because I don’t do drugs,’’ said
son was stripped of his gold medal. afraid repercussions may occur.
Carbone,
a member of the men’s
s
are
divided
into
four
The seminal
the world was shocked. But Ron
parts: sports -drugs philosophies, al- tennis team. "But I could see the
Heittinger was not.
"At all levels of competition the cohol arid drug tole plays. problem freshman and sophoiiiiiies wcie
They were asking a hit tit qued tom
smallest fraction of talent can be de- definition, arid "human sculpture."
The sculpture ins unls es rude play- which is good."
cided by how you take drugs." Hen ’Hopefully it’s going to help.’’
ringer said. "I don’t care it its at ing and explores the family ’s inHoffman said. "The idea is to put
Olympic competition or high school volvement with the drug problem.
A common problem among ath- some truthful information out there
basketball. people will try to get an
letes. according to Hen -Anger, is cy- so the men and women call make reedge."
sponsible decisions. ’
Heitzinger, co-founder of Heit- clical abuse.
"I won’t do them (drugs) MonAnger & Associates gave seminars
then
Wednesday
but
to SJSU’s 14 athletic teams inn the day. Tuesday,
subject of drug and alcohol aware- after the game I’ll pound... Her t Anger explained in a role portrayal.
ness Monday through Wednesday.
iporari)
’It was done really well,’’ Fenton
The program is sponsored by
Spartan Athletics. through Student - said. "I thought some man was
going to preach to me not to do
Athlete Support Services.
"We don’t give do or don’t drugs."
Paul Carbone a senior, said the
statements... Heit/inger said. Rather
he emphasiies self-assessment.
Heit/inger realiiies that instilling
Students needed
fear into students ()Ben does not
to help with computer
solve drug problems. He recalled his
drug education in the early 1970s as
registration
a basketball player at the University
Easy to learn
of Wisconsin.
"We got the ’Reeler Madness’
1/2
hour orientation
filins and the police scare tactics,"
Heit/inger said. "We give them upfrom 7- 7:30
s the lax send (pies aCruss
dated and accurate information."
Heit/inger tells the students about
1110 o rilIlr tsr around the world
his personal experiences.
II INtatak
"I did drugs all through the
70s. Heit/inger said.
’He said ’I can match you high
flans F MkS0ii Daily start photographer
Contact:
for high and beer for beer.’’’ said
junior Karen Fenton. a member of
Nana Kramer (91E) 483-1583
Spartan fullback Chris Sorg dribbles the ball opfield
the women’s gymnastics team. "I
or
(916)391-6743
ST.
295-4336
31:I
THIRD
thought that was really funny."
Norma Monroe
,Votes. The Smohis, next game is
to play the whistle "
OPEN 6 DAY
Athletic Director Randy Hoffman
ugoinAt (I( b vine at SJSU’s believes the problems of drug and al(916) 322-9464
’trailing 3-0. SJSU had its second Out
goal opportunity with 11:40 lett in Moto ipol Chldilll, the field across cohol abuse need to be addressed.
the ill u’rt trumi Spartan Stadium
the half. But midfielder Penn. Peter
"I’m not rouse to think we don’t
.
1, Hend, hones to have Mil - have a drug problem on campus as
semi missed a header right in front of
roc t u t i //,i(
lialcruitn in the well as in our athletic program,"
the Cal net.
lineup lo, th, (trine game. The Hoffman said.
Bear goalkeeper Matt Sirnni had emu h ha\ wilt, loafed
having him on
"Many coaches have an ’open
come out to play the hall leaving the the 110111011 tituS, ii but
Ilakritim has
goal open. hut Petersen) missed the had Hould, obtaining
Ins high
pass.
it/lid liutUO ?INS front MOttti t
(hi
i
wl
t
the
matte,
,1,11 be
led
1
II
ctub
it the intermission
hi( iii
ii (TA. Baktium can
I Ile Sp,111:111" bu,uh al14,11101111111111111ffins
19 III) lett in Ille
is!Ili
rim
the field. 11(11(11I
, emelt also hopes
agdm.
’,um had u.rime out, ,1, .
the
I,, /1111 lien rill
leas mg the net open S.IS1-s Scott Aguilar
if leuilur is
linch drilled a shot toss aids the gtiM(’ IVA hi III(
/(N) pereent. mid Rtitmat s son regoal. hut (’al’s backer Stuart
as
s cid the shutout by kicking the turns, the Noor tans ouhl he at tun
strength ui do tog nme son e hear
hall its us
_
I.
%Wien "es
S(In nigh iii,’ Snit,
I .arsorly second goal of the night
gas s’ ’al .14 0 lead with 13:13 left in
the garlic
’I he Bears concluded the scoring
with 2:02 left when Mike Sakeinim
kicked the hall in from 20 feet out

Notes on a scoresheet

Drug talks target athletes’ abuse

Spartan soccer team shut out again
By Darren Sabrdra
Daily start writer
soccer team suffered ii
SJSt
eighth straight defeat Vs ednesdas .
ii Pit iii. Soccer Conference kiss
to Cal Berkeley at Spartan Stadium.
\fidtielder Luis Aguilar returned
to the lineup iigainst the Bears alter
su 51 ai iii iii a bruised kidney three
weeks ago lint Ills pert, it mance
was)] I iical Is enough tor the struggling Spartans
’Die loss (hopped SJS1’ s iecord to
11-3 in the PS(’ and 1-8 ()serail the
Spartans, who compete in two site
cer conferences. are 0-1 in the Big
West.
Cal improved to 1-0-2 in the PS(’
and 3-2 2iiserall.
SJS1’ has heen limited to lii e
goals in its last eight games. and
only inade a couple ot scoring
thi eats against the Hears Leading
ssiorei. liii Ragnarsson_ was unable
to plas due tin illness
"I in iiie it Mussing Ragnarssoni
holt .1 little... SJSII coach Julius Me Betide/ said
"He has the ability to
Cal took a 1-0 lead at tvvo runt Iunto the siintesi.
Lutes Ill
is hen totiv.aid Brad Larson di lied a
211 loot shot Iron) point-hlank range.
Oti the play . Laisiiii kitkcil the
ball towards the 5.151. net. but spar
tan goalkeepei Siike I uir deflected
the hall. Larson. how eser. followed
the deflection and hooted it in tor the
score.
SJSU’s fits! sciiring opportunity
came three minutes tato
Aguilar. w ho played well inn the
Spartans opening -game s ’curry, had
a free kick from the left side ot the
Bear goal. But his shot hooked
around the har
"It’s pretts tough I uuily has mg two
said Aguilan,
days of pras twe
conning back tilt the injury. ’ ’I
thought I did ( )IS. I thought I was
helping the lean,
Aguilar had limited play. in the
second half
"I thought I was risking too
111UCh... he said. "I told the coach to
take me out."
Cal increased its lead to 7 it with
23:19 left in the first halt hum 15
yards out, midfielder ’hurl Barker
booted a shot to the right int Taft.
The Bears %sere hack in SJSU’s
net 57 seconds later when midfielder
Steve Sigatoosc scored a goal from
20 yards away The Spartans tip
peared lin Lill asleep on the play.
-Out- )211\ lust korai ot stopped.Hies wine ny
Menende, said
to call a play Ion itie rel (hey
thought they saw an Intl:town You
mid thu’t do that You le suppi wed
-

JOB
OPPORTUNITY
$6.00 per hour

Get your
FAX straight
at Kinko’s

San Jose Hyatt
Tuesday Oct. 4
7-10 am

kinkol

BRING THIS COUPON IN
TONIGHT
and get...

HI!

Michelle C.
R.A.F.

ONE

FREE \t
ADMISSION
to the...

’"they were pretty good." Agin
Ian said "They were a last team. I
don’t want to take anything aw :is
nom them, hut mann; ot their goal..
weie t.iii mistakes us Inch is how
most .-.11. in sou
ileselop any.
’sit

San Jose hosts LPGA tour
JOSI
( AP)
Sherri I I . season Nancy I Ape/ is second
iii $318,452, followed by Colleen
Tun Ilel . the leading money winner
\ tiLer, $3118.082. Rosie Jones.
on the I.PGA tout this season, and
her top challengers will tee oft today ss inner of last week ’s Santa Barbara
in the $300.000 Konica Sari .10Se Open. $300.973. Amy Alcott.
$288,0211: and Japan’s Ayakii Oka
Classic.
moo. $282.510
’The 54 -hole tournament at the Al
maden Goll and Country Cluh.s par Turner. 11. who grew up as the
72 course has attracted 19 of the daughter it a club pro in South Carotour’s top 20 money winners. and lina. Is liMildent she will brush the
the winner will receive $45,000 yeam as the leading money winner
the Japan
Only iMe other event
"I’m focusing on the good
reClassic in early November
things." she said "It takes the presmains
Turner has collected $345.609 sure off arid helps relax

Nutrition Counselor/
Student Assistant

Student Health Service is seeking
a Senior or Graduate Student in
Nutritional Science or Health Education
for a part-time position to provide
nutritional counseling to patients.
Apply by OCTOBER

7, 1988.

For more information contact
Cynthia at 924-6113

Don’t forget!
MODERN TIMES
WEDNESDAYS
THURSDAYS
AND FRIDAYS

FREE FOOD!!

GET WET!

GET FED!

21 AND OVER ONLY PLEASE
NOT VALID AFTER 10/1/88
200 NORTH

FIRST ST

SAN

JOSE

292-2212
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Brawley refutes jury verdict
NEWARK, N.J. (API
Saying
’I am not a liar and I am not crary,’
a black teen-ager who claims she
was abducted and raped by whites
rejected the reported conclusion of a
grand jury that she fabricated her
harrowing tale.
"I have not deceiv ed my advisers,
my family and most of all, my peo
pie," Tawana Brawley said at a
news conference Wednesday in het
first public comment on the case.
which sparked allegations of a racially motivated cover-up.
After she read her statement,
Brawley, 16, declined to answer
questions about November’s incident
"I am not a liar and I am not
CTIIIN
I just want justice and I then
want to be left alone," said Miss
Braw ley, who recently moved with
her mother and her mother’s boyfriend from Wappingers Falls. N.Y..
to Virginia Beach, Va.
Poised as she gave the five-minute
statement, her voice only began to
quaver toward the end.
"I will give full testimony to an

Snaky
iriOyikir
0.4 THE

Lit

ad
i’s
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NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE, We
have plans with quality coverage
at affordable prices Call Mark Fit
Ice, (408)943-9190 tor no oblige.
lion quote
PUT

YOUR

CAREER

HIGH

INTO

GEAR’ Register your resume now
01111 the professional career program Call (408) 243-4070 for dote.
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

PLAN

Enroll now’ Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For information
and brochure see A S

office or

call (406)371-6811

HELP WANTED

Gerasimov said.
One of the key political reforms
involves the strengthening of the office of president of the Soviet Union,
a government post. Gorbachev has
said the largely figurehead position
should be expanded to include primary responsibility for defense and
foreign affairs.
On Wednesday, Gorbachev said
nothing short of a wholesale overhaul of the political system will 4o.
"Any of the current burning problems underscores the necessity of
radical change. It is needed in the
party, in the state, in agriculture, in
industry, in personnel policy and
most of all in people’s mentality, in
their attitudes to work, to one another and to themselves," Gorbachev said at a Kremlin dinner honoring visiting East German leader

IDEAL HOURS

GUARANTEED $6 hr
Make up to $11 hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show tickets
by phone from our San Jose of.
lice Mon -Fri 5 30-9-00 PM Sat 91PM Call Duncan at 984-0402

CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAll ABLE,
$5 to 58 hr PT Fl positions
Northern California Nannies, 175
San Antonio Rd Los Altos. Ca
94022 (415) 949.33. (415) 9492933
Personable.
CLERICAL PART.TIME
sharp 8 dependable, Mtn good
phone men., A typing skills
Fiends hours. 56 00 an hour to
start Call John al 993-0211 tor an
appointment
staff
CARE
COUNSEL OR DIRECT
needed at local residential facillIles for young adults & adotes
centi with autism & related Wait
Full lime & part lima

WW1.

positions evelleble Sterling $69.8 25 hr Call 448-3953
CRUISE SHIP JOBS’ ’mined Open’
SsnI & Career oppoffun Fool pay
World Travel’ Call (Refundable)
510459-3535 EXT P404
DEI IVERY DRIVERS Mum have own
car & Ins Tuition reimbramnt co
MOUNoil 95 50 hr ,conunislip
TAIN

MIKE 5,1275

Piedmont

110.SJ

flexible hrs. UNICOPY, 744-1244
e lk for JOHN
LIFEGUARDS

rot,

Toe SAY
HAVE TO
RE ORE YOU CAN LOVE

Mg your own people Call Mr
Thornhill AM s at 243-9585
EARN $8.510 hr selling XMAS decor
at home Parties Sept -Nov No Investing No collections or delly
offes No risk ideel for etudents.
Cell now on (406)829-4560
OPPORTUNITIES
EMPLOYMENT
Apply it MARIE CAL LENDER’..

Two Soviet sources in Moscow
dismissed speculation of an emergency or that the meeting concerned
the Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan. They spoke to reporters at a reception at the U.S. Ambassador’s
residence.
’’There is no crisis,’ said one
highly placed source in Moscow.
Shevardnadte. a member of the
13 -man Politburo, would attend any
meeting ol the Central (’ommittee.
All committee members who are
abroad, including a number of ambassadors. were summoned.

FT & PT DOCKWORKERS AM & PM.
17 hr PT to start Need DMV print
out -drug screen and physical
pokl by company Apply 1634 $
71h $t , 01 Truck IN
KITCHEN

Tuition

reimburse
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Greg Beda

LOVE YOuRSELF
SOMEONE ELSE

WELL, I
SEEP

00 LOVE MYSELF NOW ALL
IS SOMEONE TO LOVE .

MAYBE TaE GIRL
’01.rFlE wAITINGTEl
LOVE POESN’T LOVE
HEQSELF YET!

I WISP’ SHE 1)
HURRY UP-’
17.1 TIRED
OF WAITING!!

LOOKING

MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT positions
needed in Student Union. 15-20
firs per week Basic rn.hanIcal
skills needed Contact the Dlr.
tor Office,
Union

3rd Floor Student

stamped addressed envelope to
Melte
Box
P0257550 Portland, Or 97702
PART TIME

PRE SCHOOL teecher!
Hobbit Day Nursery, 571 N 3r0 Si
2-6PM. pays $6 hr Must has ECE
units Call Meg at 286-0883

PHOTO

LAB TECH, part time for
Compbell mini -lab Photo proc
e xp. needed $4-$6 hr Call 371.
6664 or 358-6101 (eves )

RECEPTIONIST WORD PROCESSOR
needed,
(light
errands)
near
downtown restaurant Mornings
Great student lob’ Cell 760-6181
RETAll SALES PT twenty persons.
gourmet loods.glffs Apply-1 AT
TS, Valley Fell Malt 984.1845
w car,

FAST and easy way to meet quality
people
tor
romance
or
friendship Social and sports part-

cats in the Gorden COY Pram
400 Saratoga Ave
(408) 296,
1676
per hour now until Nov 3011,0,
a Christmas Around The World
demonstrator’ No collecting, no
delivery.

no Investment Work
own hours $300 kit yours lo keep
FREE Must be 71, have own car
and be responsible Call Julie at

no

eoperience

necessary

$7 hr flexible hours
Real Estate, Sunnyvoie, 732-4443

SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROl
DRIVERS Full and part time pool.
11.1, all shift
No operience
needed We train Apply Mon -Fri
AM.5PM. 260 Merldlen Ave .5.0

TEACHER ELEMENTARY

DAYCARE

supervIsor Immediate opening.
M-F. 1-6 30PM 3-6 30PM. $450 hr
Call Jeanette .1 255-3770
TELEMARKETING" Appointment setting Pert tin.. $200WK POSSIBLE, DAILY CASH Welking distance front campus Afternoon &
evening shifts mailable Good
voice & per.neety Cell RICH at
991-4526
TEL FMARKFTINO, GOLDEN COUNTY
MARKETING currently has 5 daytIme A 3 evening fundrelsing po-

...voted individuals who went

RENT 1
’1.30

1 -

Classified
tary consuletion by appointment
CAM 296-0931"

Salving. Rates
Writing Cething

provides wide variety of music
for your wedding party or dance
at reasonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil el 249-2820 or 922.7359

Call today’ Most be over 18 years
liny toil
52

RARE IT Al

998-2187 after 6PM

We rot.
SJSU DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug at (408) 262.7377,
Monday through Friday 3-9PM

Stop shaving, welling,

tweezing or using chemical depilllories

Let me permanently re
move your unwanted heir (chin,

WRITING,

bikini, tummy, moustache, etc )
15% discount to students and hoc.
uity Cell before December 31,
1988 and gel your first spoil al 1 2
price Unwanted Hilt Disappears

HOUSING
FEMALF

ROOMMATE WANTED to
share nice 2 ImIrm . 1 hath apart
ment on Southwest Espwy. veer

ROOM FOR RENT’ Blossom Valley
area. 20 min frrn SJSU. $375 my
util & 0.9 1001 Call 723.7781 eves
WILLOW GLEN. 2 bdrrn. 2 bath end
unit. mony extras. $109,500 (408)
292.3752. BY OWNER
2 1 2 DORM FLAT newly renovated
Close to campus. large backyard.
security deposit A dimming de
poen $150 A 1800 $800 per my
297-2960 evenings 295-3152

BENEFIT

FROM A PROFESSIONAL
MASSAGE’ Using a variety of therapeutic techniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Specisile
ing in chronic pain, stress, and
movement dysfunction Slkling
1. scale tor the handicapped
Strictly nonsexual Call 3711433

or 395-3560

removel,

Profession.’

the

only

ATTN POI ITICAl ACTIVIST" If you d
like to partkipete in the moist.,
lion of low income-Y.th-Mlnort
lies (the disenfrencised) and have

assistance
AcsolemIc thesis
Ghostwriting All sulffects Dual’
ffled writers Resumes Re-writing Catalog Berkeley (415) 841
5036

TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA,

NEW

HAIR

perminent

ZEALAND’

CLINIC Unwanted

hair removed permanently Coon
dentlei by appointment only, 747
7486, 335 S Elmwood A. San
Jose

New Zeeland Whitewter rotting,
sailing, dive the great barrier reel’
Travel and party with the worlds
friendliest people Y. can even
vloil Tahiti or Howell on the way
beck’ Its SYMMS, there during our

TYPING

Two
One
Days
Day
I
I 3 Lines $390 $480
4 Lines $480 $570
IStifles $570 $660
. 6 Lines $6S5 $7 50
. Each Additionall ine Add $

Three
Days
$575
$6 15
$700
$790
90

Four
Days
$550
$640
$730
$8 10

Five
Days
$5 75
$660
$750
$8 40

MALE GRAD STUDENT mid 20s. 6
seeks ally. cog 11.9 down to earth
co-ed to brighten en otIvenvlse
dull routine Cell 115-855 8382

UL TY RATES’
VII YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term
papers theses, resumes, letters

arAti, When ovewheirned by reports to
be typed. RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Graduate and
undergrad Resumes, term pa
pers, theses, reports of all kinds
STUDENT aaaaa for undergrads
Available day, eves weekends by
eppl Cell Anna at 972.4992
A 1.1

SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Avalleble night
and day Rush lobs are my spool

silty Call Pam el (408) 725-50750,
OW225-9009

No charge minor editing Rates by
page, hour or lob Former lege’

WE’RE NOT’ Academic
word processing our specialty
quality
accuracy
Guaranteed
Free disk storage prooting Rea

AMY FOR

reports, theses
etc .1 2510149

iesp

& spell checking All
work done on e PSi ant Printer,
or printing born your disk Roth
grammar

cry avalletne Call (406) 266-2681,
111/1M-9PM
A

IBM & Mac II computers Specie’
Student discount’ Call Pointy s
WORDWORKS al 753-WORD or

TYPING SERVICE Reasonable
tales Free disk storage Fr50
pick.Up and delivery Call 2708936

253 -WORK
1. IKE MAGIC Word
processing, editing, research, resumes. on-line searching WM
graphics, quick reterence I ’bre

INFORMATION

CAI I LINDA TODAY for experienced,
professional word processing
lase, printer, cassette transcription Theses, term pews, group
protects, resumes. etc All for
mats including API All work
guerant.d Quick return Alma.
Alen Branham area Phone 7644504
WORD PROCESSING
Thesis sp.lalists Also term papers manuocropts screenplays,
resumes. repetitive letters. transcription Free SPEL CHEK. copy
edit Attic storage Out. turnaround Santa Clara Call 746--

Ian yonly ML S Call i4081732 7032
PAGEWISE
WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING HS. MA in English 5 yrs exp emit a haunting obsession With doing It right’ FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP 8 DEI ’VERY
Students faculty writers, busi
miss mot is Est, d with ES1 writers Edit rewrite two Get Page-

ENTERPRISE

Wise’ (408)732.4645
in back again . This
year, call a typist who is expert.
enced in ALL formats including
APHNURSING DEPT I tor ALL

AAAAAA

5825
WORDPROCESSING
EVERGREEN
end typing services On-campus
pickup del letter gust Term papers.group protects, theses, resumes. letters. etc APO. Ml A. Tu
rablan formats Gust quer (25

Sciencel.

ACADEMIC 8 PROFESSIONAL desk
top publishing 5 word process
utiliting IRM hardwore,HP Sermon

’ ’The Perfect Paper
pick up and deity

Low Price’

ABSTRACT

soneble rates We re lost depen
doble. grernmer-experlenced Col
lege grads, so call us with papers

cessing needs Graphics !otters,
reports, manuscripts, resumes,
Editing.
term papers. theses

secretary Write Type-977.9430

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME
Professions’
word-processing
services with stu.n1 discounts
available Offer last turnaround.
pickup & delivery, grammar edit
Mg and guarantee copy Can
Pamela at (408)945-3867 to re
serve your Or. now

GO WITH THE BEST’ Take edvantage
of .r ("mortise Top secretariat
service for all your WORD pro-

your typing n.ds I THESES!
Call linda ’The Write Type. 7731714 San Jo. 8AM.10PM Nor.
Set p-u del twice daily
papers
re
PROCESSING
stones, manuscripts. torrn tote’s
F Aperient. professional
rise

WORD

yrs cap) Call Rot (408)274-3684
(leave en...)
F APERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
ocadernic.busIness legal
processing needs Term papers

SEE’ I MG CHECK disk stomp..
Call 998-8821
PROCESSING EAST, recce
rote mil.. Call Man, 244 V4P
or lino. 225-6739

WORD

reports resurnecletters group
propects.monusistheses etc i ci

40,

f‘dt II

.111,1 Sp.?.

Each
Ex tra
Day
$1 00
$1 15
$130
$1 45

Semester Rates (All Issues)

10-141 ines $7000
5-9 1. Ines $5000
15 Plus t roes $90 00

I
I

Print Name_
Address

Ptione 924-3277
City 8 State
F nclosod ,s S

antes Classification

Nom

oleo. advancement OPPortv.M.4
l 25 to $12 hr, or conuniselon,

from SJSU Call Maureen 14081
227.94t9, gem to 8pm

asetWord Perfect 47 & Annette
Maier Ppers,thesisresumes re
ports & group proiects welcome

Great Trips. Super prices’

courses. FIT. Calculus. Ge.rer
and Organic Chemistry. Physics.
& more 20 different books avail
able at Spartan Bias (downsisirs)
& Roberts Bookstore

to make s difference in peoples
ilvery We offer full or part time positions Effr enmity Minn. ached.

AS-

Minimum three lines on one day

out the USA Exam problems yr
the professors own detailed solo
lions Available for
Engineering

about yiclifftles. cell Rev
Firnhaber at 296-0204

Ai WAYS

Professional Word Pro
Thesis,
papers.
rePubilohing
sumes
Desktop
Serving
Evergreen.
capabilities
and South San Jose Minutes

COur if di/pi/tiff lIt/fr .10

EXAM FILES Mit Professors through

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sunday evening at 10 00 PM at
Campus Christian Center 10th &
San Carlos Fm more information

ACCURACY

SURED

able worry.free service el its best.
yell PAM at 247-7661(5.1a Clara)
AFFORDABLE STUDENT 8 FOC-

Ad Rates

(408)279-5022

ELECTROLYSIS

Got

your attention. mote, New Zeeland company has openings tor
few adventurous Americans on
Its under 30 lours of Auolrella &

CATHOLIC

Center, 10th A San Cork. For
more Into about other activities
call Father Bob lag.r or Sister
Judy Ryan at .41.0204

AAA

1.5510 .P.Cluetion,grarnmer
lance All work guaranteed For
Met professionatquick & depend-

1009miimisonimiimmiimmiimmrmimimmiiimmillimommimmlimmilmom
Print Your Ad Here

commitment to making differ
once In this election Call C PD at

NEWMAN COMMUNITY
MASS on Sunday evenings at
6 3008 00 PM, Campus Christian

SERVICES

winter break so call AUSTRALIA.
NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER
TOURS, (415) 948-2160, and ask
about the C.tiki specials Also
available. Europe neat oummer,

EDITING
PROOFREADING
RE.
SEARCH quality work Reasonable fees Coil Dee .1 2927029
Fl ECTROL YSIS’

RESEARCH

method Ask about the special
discount tor FALL Compilmen.

PERSONALS

sororities,

clubs. business Custom screen
printing on shirts sweets, and
jackets Ouellty work at reason. -

SERVICES

enieed Thanks

ler quality’ All tormaits plus APA
Free disk storege. SPEt CHEK

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and
tronscIplion Experienced thesis
typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By appl Chrystal at 923-8461

ceasing

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly of 55.35
You’ve got the party, we’re got
the music’ Michel Productions

TSHIRTS for ’,eternities

51 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
(hack turnaround All work guar

.Free

PROFESSIONAL

hove to do it alone Som.rre special is welting to meet you Hurry’

Rees rates, 7 min trin campus nr
280 680 To ensure yr paper s
completion on schedule reserve
yr time early PJ-923-2309

AAAA-ACCURACY,
ACHIEVEMENT,
ACCOUNTABILITY,
ACKNOWL
EDGEABLE in typing t net 0 tops
Trust TONY, 796-2087 Thanks

Alariu

ilth end San Salvador

ners are also available. You may
ch.se to leave your own message or finer six different messages left by others You don’t

-1"

4,0

1.turer’s Hanover GSL S Vo.
limble Member Privileges Cell
947-7273 or drop by our office et

With My Care Gwen Cholgren,
RE, 559-3500, 1645 S Bascom
Ave. IC ’Heir Tod. Gone To-

SJSU Call Wend, at 267.5568

UNEED CASH, $500 11.000 stuffing
e nvelopes’ GUARANTEED’ Rush

SECRETARY

telemarketers, we have 2 open
Mos In our advertising sales de-

p1 counter positions
Service
oriented individuals a must lv

Sly

_

Check
404-978-2002
THE SOUTH BAY BULLETIN
BOARD
NOW THERE IS A

HOFF 7NI5
coonr r Prose AA/
(Wf
IACOVI.FAIIENC.6
612717 NOV
603:2 HEAL171

5rECIAL

petit,.

bonuses, contests. vacations & a
professional environment 5 mm.
ut. from SJSU For the hardcore

Berke Breathed
POE 70 ATP0A75 0f AWE
/CAW’ WE after,
te divers CAT me4rscAty
77AVIC1,5 NOW 01/510EAVO
A coetraap 51/557ANCe
c6614L 7-0 OWN OR 5E1.1

CAM ANO
CIEN7ZEOF.N..
ire- SAWN
6067efit Of
OfV/7Et757A1E5 :

Join WSFCU - Your student Credit
Union-benents Include Tultion.
Books-Computer loans Com-

give us a call .1 288-0832 FOE

SEASONAL A year
positions Amenable now
Salary Lifeguards $5 50-$6 40 hr
Pool
Managers 87 00-SS 60 hr
Call 942.2470

sitions ovellabie There is no selling required, We are looking tor

2831 Meridian Ave

OH

Bloom County

Nations.

THE ROYAL COURTS Athletic Club Is
now accepting applications 10, 11.

round

Joe*

Are
118 EARN (PART TIME) 825.000
you heetth conclous, like talking
In
dealer
this
As
to p.p.?
sures your success As menage
direct
&
ment enloy motivating

rig

Zeke & Goulash

Erich Honecker.
lass, the official Soviet news
agency, carried the only Soviet
media report about the Central Committee plenum. It quoted Gerasimov ’s announcement at the United

partment with salary of $9 hr
plus bonuses’ it you are experienced or not, we have the perfect
lob to fit Into your busy lifestyle,
For
immediate
consideration,

IMMEDIATE PART TIME position. In
printing no Nights & weekends.

environment Contact Paul Schatoet Any Mountin Ltd.255-6162

415 493-1800, 445, VARIAN

DEN

merit avell S5 hr Apply In person
Mtn Mike sl 275 Piedmont Rd.SJ

(408)293-9405

elan assembly asp or equiv ed in
the sciences or computer prog
cltiven We offer
Must be US
reimb
Cell
100%
educetion

BliSLE

Soviet leader

advertising Work for credn Greet
opportunity for Invaluable experie nce in real fest paced working

AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERATORS ..dad on groveyd shift
e nd weekend shift (26-40 hr work
week) Requires 1.3 yrs m.h or

445

Inri80L V 510..ieeft001 Wit. L fit

- Mikhail Gorbachev,

sport program Slots meltable in
seven weight divisions Pies.
contact SUBAK International at

Full

57( i.151.40.

Raw,’ 0 To THAT Or 511k.m.AL

Any of the current burning problems
underscores the necessity of radical
change.’

contact

NEEDED"

TRAAT et

’I have not
deceived my
advisers, my family
and most of all, my
people.’

FOR BRIGHT, motivated,
e nthusiastic graphic design sty.
dent Interested men internship In

ATHLETES

To4E

lir emir- z-’
Cuomo had illegally leaked the
grand jury findings to The New York
001CCTioNi
Times. which published the panel’s
conclusions Tuesday.
r
During an interview on WI.IB, a
black -oriented radio station in New
York City, Sharpton said the three
black activists would lead a protest
in Brooklyn this afternoon to "make
the whole city stand still.’’
At the news conference. Sharpton
challenged the grand jury and the
- Tawana Brawley Times to "give us one name of one
witness that can establish that this ’ Skibblefritz
impartial grand jury
an impartial was a hoax."
50 MICHAEL ,
Akt
grand jury
or a congressional
Mason challenged Abrams and
committee," said Miss Brawley. U.S. Attorney Rudolph Giuliani of
INOU61Hr,
/v;
4001Z
Wf
who so far has refused to testify.
New York to "debate the racist sysRAO 111V,E.
"I wish to thank God for saving tem."
my life," she said of the incident.
In a statement. Giuliani said: srupcor
"He holds my hand and He let me "These people have proven by their ION GAMES
live to stop the cover-up once and for irresponsible words and actions that "TO A VSC
all."
they cannot he taken seriously. It
Earlier Wednesday. her advisers would be inappropriate to dignify
the Rev. Al Sharpton and lawyers anything they say with a response."
Alton Maddox and C. Vernon
Miss Brawleys mother, Glenda.
Mason -- asserted that New York and boyfriend Ralph King were at
state Attorney General Robert the news conference but did not
Abrams and New York Gov. Mario speak.
(1-

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS

104.1k, HAND

15,15LE. AVID 5eltAlit.
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Communists discuss Party’s future
MOSCOW (AP) - Communist
leaders gather Friday for a hastily
called meeting on the country’s political future, expected to discuss
lifting party control on day-to-day
management of the economy and allowing multiple -candidate elections.
The plenary session of the 300member Central Committee will discuss changes key to Soviet leader
Mikhail S. Gorbachev’s goal of promoting efficiency in government by
making the 20 million -member
Communist Party focus on ideology
and policy goals.
The Central Committee session,
announced Wednesday. had been
planned for a long time hut the specific date had not been set.
’The plenary will be devoted to
reorgani/ation of the party apparatus, including the Central Committee
itself... Foreign Ministry spokesman
Gennady Gerasimov told reporters at
the United Nations in New York,
where Foreign Minister Eduard A.
Shevardnadze was attending the
General Assembly session.
When the announcement was
made. Shevardnadte and other Soviet officials rushed back home from
trips abroad.
"There will be changes in the
working of our political structure.’’

David Hose

Pr. kr. S.

Ale

Announcements

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive
Travel

Housing
For Sale

Services
Lost 8 F ound

Stereo
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Lines
r.k/rrixic, /
in business ".And get this, the lines
were at least 75 people long ’
But football games bilVe not been
the only events suttenng from poor
set S ice
We found out that there were I 5 employees who didn’t show for
the Oregon State game They had
figured that they were overstaffed.
e had similar problems at an
1-.arthquakes game.’ Sharon Garrison. executive director of the University Foundation said.
Garrison said there will he a new
contact before before the next SJSU
football game. She also said she "is
pleased sv ith the response of Bill
Graham Presents to handle the problem ’
-We ’lase made some changes in
regalds to who will handle the concessions at Spartan Stadium... Garrison said
Ste se Welcome.
ptesident of
Hill Graham Presents. said relations
between SJSC and filmore lingers
has e unproved and they willLonsel
mg stadium functions
vs tai as I know. we should be
abli
%%oak something out... he
Were working with another
said
,iits,ssil lure
I
e another company that
ni3O, collie and supervise. We’ve

gone oser the issues." Garrison
said
It was a real problem at the Oregon State game." SJSt ’ athletic director Randy Hoftman said "None
of the alumni or students were
served in a timely manlier I wasn’t
real pleased w rib the situation We
need to have good service tor our
students. We lust can’t let that type
of thing happen again
Cady said the managerial rift that
led to the resignations of three
Edmore Fmployees, was the cause
of the company’s problems
Nick
who founded
Nicora,
Filmore Fingers eight years ago, left
with two partners to create Fanfare.
a concession company in Castro Valley.
Fanfare will submit an offer for
the concession contract sometime
next week, according to Nicora.
"Were definitely the underdog,
no doubt about it," Nicora said
about his attempts to land the contract. "It’s the small guy taking on
Hill Graham. Its a tough situation."
When they (Nicorai were involved, we were delighted." Cady
said. "We had a well -serviced, efficient concession service."
"I was uncomfortable when they
left." he said. "Anytime you have
three people who start a company
and then leave, there’s a good
chance for a problem..’
Mattes,’ said he still has a had aftertaste trom the Oregon State game.

Larry Strong - - Daily staff photographer

long lines for food and beer at football games are one of the problems with Fillmore Fingers concession stand

A.S. looks to fill vacancies on Board
isa ha
. -.1,a1 writer
ssociated Stuuleriis
looking tor applicants to till tit,
s.hated seats on the Board of
recb,rs.
SliaR011 Less is and John Hjelt
teswared is director of communiis. iii ins and director of students rights and responsibilties.
resrvorsely
Lew is gave a verbal resignation to .X S President Terry McCarths . yY ho announced her decision at the Sept. 21 board
meeting.
Lewis cited time constraints as
her reason for leaving.
"My main focus is to graduate." she said. "I have to take
the classes when they are offered...
She said her classes this semester conflicted with scheduled
meetings
"I think Is a great experience.
really regret that I am unable to
participate... she said.
Helt resigned on Aug. 4, because he could no longer perform
his duties with a "clear conscience.
Hjelt said. "I was frustrated
with the leadership Specifically
ith
S President) Terry McCarthy I hasisall base a lack of
respect lot him
,Aas Ii usirated with the direction of the hi ’aid and the direction that it was going to take,.. he
said
lit spud ot some good people being t.denied ani. sincere, I
don’t think they are being given

ShaRon I .ewis
Ill
.S &MEW?’
01111,111111h allairs

iPI

good direction."
In March. Lewis vied for the
A.S. controller position. Hjelt for
the presidency. Neither was nominated by the Responsible Alliance Party for the position each
desired.
The REAL Party won 18 of 20
seats in the election.
McCarthy took the presidency.
while
independent
candidate
Mark Murillo becanw controller.
"If I via. elected controller and
I was jeopatiluing ITO grades, I
would have tried, lust like I tried
this year, to 0 ik it out. Lewis
said.
irtUnatel
couldn’t."

, nt.. lii hit ot
K imbei I
personnel. is ii. cluing .ippl ii.
tions lot the tko duet. in positions and lin i yelling. on -ii it
committees.
"If you would like to see
things happen. this is the avenue." Scow said
Directors le,
e a $75 stipend
each month and serve on the A.S.
Board ot 1 0. its and as liaisons
between the S ’s and their indisidual committees
You don’t get any credit. hut
you do get a lot ot good experience," SCok. said. "You work
directly YY ith the faculty and the
administration
SCIM said st uuletitsCall develop
market.ilile skills b), working in
iii. it ti is eminent .
1
work with budgets. with
1 people N ith ditteient
a lot
backg it muds itiilru de clop
leadership skills... she said
"This is where ’you con get win
feet wet."
Atte? Som skltens the appli
cants. \ICC.Irtli \ II inter lek
the top three He’ll then recoil]
mend the top applicant for hoaid
continuation.
"We’re looking Mr some as
sertOe people who are stilling
onnnnt to attend the meeting,
said Kit. in Reese, dneetor ot
huswess allans ’We \Nato pet’
ple w.hii ate rcall concei tied with
SJSI,. and student issue.
The applications :lie .ivailable
in the A.S. o..ice
ti
in the Student

Ilnion.

Murillo: Colleagues allege neglect of duties
t it iii
I
.ire acting on.
K irmsse also said Murillo does
not keep his appointments
’Yesterday he had two appointments... she said. ’’One at S. 3( I i.tn.
and one at 2:30 p.m. He wasn’t here
for either of them and I had to help
them.’
"If it conies to a point where
thew.s so much fighting, nothing
will get done," Murillo said.
Murillo’s supposed lack of consistent ott ice hours is another source of
conthct Kirmsse and Walters said
the controller does not spend enough
time in his office.
Walters said he has seen Murillo
there between 7:30 and ti a.
"Rut it’s not consistent and not
ingh to fulfill the demands of his

lob," he said
Deborah ’s arren. director ot nontraditional minority affairs. also said
Murillo does not keep regular office
hours.
"I’ve tried to get a hold of him
and it’s very difficult.. ’ Warren said.
"It would benefit A N. and the students -at -large if he were here on a
COnsistent basis
Minillo disagrees.
"I ha% e been keeping office
hours... lie said. "It’s one thing to
keep inconsistent of
hours and
another not tir keep them at
Kimisse said. "Students have the
right to know w hat the otticial they
elected is doing in his oft ice.
Murillo said he believes Kirmsse
and Walters have taken the wrong
direction in airing their griesances

"It tbere’S a problem w ith a board
member, it should be discussed with
him." he said. ’(The!, stir wild I not
run around and start accusing in an
open forum.
An A.S. ese,ailive receives a stipend of $450 each month Kirmsse
and Walter s 111,11111;1in Ilia! %Mil
has not earned Ins pas so lat.
per 11101101
’’lii’s Making
and lit’s ranel% m Ins office and he
requisitions."
frti’et.
to
sign
takes
Walters said.
Kirmsse said she and Walters do
not intend to seek a recall vote for
Mart I
"1 nisi V, ant hint tin del his joh,"
Kinn...L. said
"I believe I do my job," Murillo
said. "And that the bottom line."

North: Protester disrupts fund-raising speech
/met. I
outburst with a string ot t hist.eiiitrcs
iiItcatum to ewe, the press conferAudience
members screamed
"get hint out of here." and apFryer. trailing behind her with the plauded after Fryer’s removal.
equipment, aroused no suspicion,
"You know. dear friends, what
she said. Otive inside. Fryer helped you have lust v. ’messed was a remarkable testament ot our C’onstituassemble the equipment.
"It seemed like he was knowl- tion," North said. "Our ConstituJdgeable of camera equipment and tion guarantees the right to say what
how it worked," Nam said.
he did. Those same rights are bruWell inside the conference room, tally denied in a place like NicaraNatil
"knewsomething
was gua. where 38 men did what he did.
strange’. when Fryer suddenly Hut he won’t go to ’alt.’.
Nam said she regretted her part in
crouched down.
Nam caught the incident on video- the incident. She did not know Fryer
had no pass, and was unaware of his
tape as North spoke.
"N’ou can indeed send to Wash- motives.
’It was just a shock ,’ ’ she said.
ington people who will break the buAfter the conference. Nam hound
reaucratic gritHrick tor our next president... North said in his speech. "It Fryer outside with a group of protesis absolutely essential, if we’re to re- ters. She said he apologi/ed to her
tain the freedom we enjoy today. and allowed the student to videotape
that you send those kind of people to him.
"I have to admit I did use you to
Washington .
At that moment. Fryer rushed the get inside that room to say what I
wanted to say to Oliver North."
podium
"What we need to do is send your Fryer said on the videotape.
"It may not have been ethical to
ass to tail." he yelled, following his

use the press like that," he said,
’hut 1 sine V iron going to pay the
mono to get inside there. and I
didn’t see any tithe’ opportunities
knocking.
"I think (North) is trying to make
an end to democracy and kind of
usher in facism in this country."
Fryer said.
Darla Belshe adviser to the rp
date News staff, said security was
responsible tor the incident.
Belshe said if security had been
adequate, it would not have admitted
Spartan Daily photographer Larry
Strong. who also entered with Nam.
Strong did not carry a press pass. hut
said he was an SJSU student along
with Nam.
After the incident, reporters
hounded Nam about her connection
to Fryer.
The press conference was a $50 pet pei son fund raiser for North
North received national attention last
summer for his alleged molt:011CM
in the Iran -Contra affaii

Professor to study AIDS crisis
Its Sallie Mattison
Daily staff writer
William J. Recktneyer will use a
$35.(XX) Kellogg National Fellow
grant to study the AIDS crisis around
the globe.
Reckmeyer, chainuan and protes
stir of anthropology and cybernetii.
s stems at S.ISD. was one of 43 people to leceive a three-year grant upon
being named a Kellogg National Fellow this fall.
’The recipients were chosen out of
797 applicants.
His project is called Leadership
and Public Policy for the 21st Century: The AIDS Crisis in a Global
(’ontext.
"It’s a subject lye been interested
in otioanng for some time." Reckiney el said. "The good thing is that
The nanne of this particular et.int

Spartan City
F- rom page /
ss Imt measures would he taken
against the remaining residents.
All but three tanlilies have moved
out of Spartan City .
Sheryl Hrs ant One Or the remaining tenants, said she hoped university officials woukl allow: her and her
husband, Dave Nitrify ke, to stay for
the rest of the semester.
"It’s too bad,’’ Bryant said. "We

’The good thing is that the nature of this
particular grant allows me to learn as I
go.’
William J. Reckmeyer,
anthropology professor
Reck meyer said. "This one is a little
lows rue to learn as I go..
During the three years of the different."
Reckineyer will spend the next
fellowship, the recipients will pursue
a subject of interest to them in which three years traveling around the
world
to see how other nations deal
they have no particular experience or
with the issue of AIDS.
background. Reckrneyer said.
Though the parameters of the
W.K. Kellogg "believed that investments in people have the greatest grant don’t require written reports
po,sitvility for improving the human upon completion. Reckmeyer thinks
condition,’’ according to a press re- he will publish something front his
work of his work.
lease from the foundation.
"The ironic thing is that I’m alMost grants require people to do
the specific projects they apply for." ready teaching an advanced seminar
on the AIDS crisis," he said.
Reckineyer and Professor Sam
thought we had a pretty good case. Radelfinger co-teach "A System
For a lot of people the loss of this Approach to the AIDS Crisis," a
kind of housing is a sad loss. Numer- graduate course in health science and
ous people really needed this oppor- cybernetics.
tunity in order to be able to attend
"We decided to do it even before
school . ’
the Kellogg grant came along,"
Kay Nonon, another remaining Reck meyer said. ’We’d designed
tenant. expressed disappointment in the coursework before I’d even apthe student body and faculty associa- plied. We think it’s a real critical
tions.
issue, one that needs to be ad"There was a general lack of in- dressed."
s olsement." Norton said. "It’s a
Reckmeyer joined SJSU in 1977.
shame more people didn’t speak up.
The Kellogg National Fellow proIt might have helped."
gram began in 1980.
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when you read the
Spartan Daily you’ re
not just reading a
newspaper, you’ re reading
the best university newspaper
in California.*
Numerous awards
reflect the professional values
of this student-run
publication. The Spartan
Daily is recognized for
editorial excellence and
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as well as outstanding
mechanical presentation.
Each issue of the Daily
IS a quality publication
produced by students and
professionals who are
devoted to their craft. They
know it’s their job to bring
you the best university
newspaper in CalifOrnia.
Pick up a Daily today.
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